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Abstract 
Traditional Relational Database Management Systems are continuously being replaced by NoSQL data stores as a result of the 
growing demand for big data applications. The emergence of a large number of implementations of such like systems is a 
contributing indicator. This paper deals with the analysis of some key design characteristics of NoSQL systems and uses these for
their characterization based on their capabilities. Furthermore, it highlights the relationship between NoSQL systems and cloud
infrastructures and explains the impact that the existence of one has to the other. 
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1. Introduction 
Relational database management systems (RDBMS) are widely used in many applications in order to store and 
retrieve data. However, these systems cannot cope with the unprecedented scale factors that modern web-based 
applications have introduced. These applications need to support large numbers of concurrent users (tens of 
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thousands, even millions), deliver highly responsive experiences to a globally distributed base of users, be always 
available, handle semi- and unstructured data and rapidly adapt to changing requirements with frequent updates and 
new features. Thus traditional relational database management systems (RDBMSs) may not be the right fit anymore 
for the emerging generation of interactive applications. 
To mitigate the issue, a growing number of solutions have turned to non-relational databases, commonly referred 
to as NoSQL databases, in order to enable the setup of massively parallel and geographically distributed database 
systems to support primarily large-scale web application demands. NoSQL is a class of database management 
systems (DBMS) that do not follow all of the rules of a relational DBMS and cannot use traditional SQL queries 
over the data. The term “NoSQL” means "Not Only SQL" as this type of database is not generally a replacement but, 
rather, a complementary addition to RDBMSs and SQL. NoSQL-based systems (or NoSQL data stores) are typically 
used in very large databases, which are particularly prone to performance problems caused by the limitations of SQL 
and the relational model of databases. The main feature of NoSQL data stores is the “shared nothing” horizontal 
scaling, which enables them to support a large number of simple read/write operations per second. 
The focus of this paper is to highlight the differences between the relational databases and NoSQL data stores 
while at the same time to present a categorization of the widely used NoSQL data stores according to key 
architectural characteristics they support. Also the relationship between cloud infrastructures and NoSQL data stores 
is presented as well as the reason why these data stores constitute a major component in cloud computing. Based on 
the literature review and to the best of our knowledge the most prominent differentiators for NoSQL data stores are 
their data model and a number of capabilities that are supported based on key decisions made at the design phase. 
Such capabilities relate to the way huge datasets are partitioning among the distributed resources, the way they 
replicate data for fault tolerance and performance, the particular fault tolerance strategy employed and finally, the 
mechanism that is used to maintain consistency across the data items. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basics of NoSQL databases. Section 3 
presents a categorization of various off-the-shelf NoSQL data stores into four major categories. Section 4 represents 
the key characteristics of the systems we examined while Section 5 presents the final conclusions. 
2. From RDBMS to NoSQL 
There’s no simple answer as to why market and research started looking for alternatives to RDBMS. With the 
increased volume of data and the expensive cost associated with scaling the relational RDBMSs there was a genuine 
need for something different. NoSQL data stores are designed to scale horizontally and run on commodity hardware. 
From an implementation point of view, they leverage on cloud infrastructures that are adaptive to the scaling, 
availability and performance requirements. This goes hand in hand with the modern applications’ needs which call 
for a more adaptive approach in all aspects (e.g. data structure or query processing), something that contradicts the 
‘one size fits all’ notion of the RDBMS. It is more efficient and cheap to build systems based on the nature of the 
application and its work/data load.  
It therefore seems that the ACID properties (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and Durability) implemented by 
RDBMSs might set unnecessary constraints to the particular applications and use cases which in turn prohibits them 
to tackle the challenges at hand. Indeed, guaranteeing ACID properties in a distributed transaction across a 
distributed database where no single node is responsible for all data affecting the transaction, presents 
complications. Most of the NoSQL data stores generally do not provide strict ACID properties: updates are 
eventually propagated, but there are limited guarantees on the consistency of reads. The idea is that by giving up 
strict ACID constraints high performance and scalability can be achieved.  
Instead of ACID, NoSQL databases provide BASE semantics which are compliant with the eventual consistency 
model, that is, a) Basically available: Systems seems to work always, b) Soft state: May not be consistent always, 
and c) Eventual consistency: Will become consistent at some later time. 
Also, in distributed databases there is a trade-off between consistency and availability which was formalized by 
the CAP theorem: it is impossible for a distributed system to simultaneously provide all three of the guarantees in 
terms of Consistency, Availability and Partition tolerance. Rather, it is realistic for a distributed system to aim for 
two out of the three guarantees. The simplest interpretation of the CAP theorem is to consider a distributed data 
store partitioned into two sets of participant nodes. If the data store denies all write requests in both partitions, it will 
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remain consistent, but it is not available. On the other hand, if one (or both) of the partitions accepts write requests, 
the data store is available, but potentially inconsistent1.
A comparison between NoSQL and RDBMS is presented in Table 1: 
  Table 1. NoSQL vs RDBMS. 
Feature RDBMS NoSQL 
Data Validity Lower guarantees Higher guarantees 
Query Language Structured Query Language (SQL) No declarative query language 
Data type Supports relational data and its relationships are 
stored in separate tables 
Supports unstructured and unpredictable data 
Data Storage Stored in a relational model, with rows and 
columns. Rows contain all of the information 
about one specific entry/entity, and columns are 
all the separate data points 
The term “NoSQL” encompasses a host of databases, each 
with different data storage models. The main ones are:  
document-based-store, graph-based, key-value-store, 
column-based-store 
Schemas and Flexibility Each record conforms to fixed schema Schemas are dynamic. Each ‘row’ doesn’t have to contain 
data for each ‘column’ 
Scalability Vertically Horizontally, meaning across servers 
ACID Compliancy The vast majority of relational databases are 
ACID compliant. 
Sacrifice ACID compliancy for performance and 
scalability Based on BASE principle 
3. NoSQL Data and Query Models 
As already mentioned, there are different types of NoSQL databases. A high-level taxonomy of the NoSQL data 
stores based on the data model can classify them into four major categories: key-value stores, column-family stores, 
document stores, and graph databases. This categorization is rather common and we follow the definitions provided 
in2. Concerning querying in NoSQL databases, there is no universal query language which works for all the types of 
data model. Each database has its own query language which is data-model specific. So far there have been efforts 
for the creation of a standard query language UnQL3 (Unstructured Query Language) for NoSQL databases. The 
syntax for the querying is SQL-like and is used across various document-oriented databases. Also, most of the 
NoSQL databases allow RESTful interfaces to the data and query APIs. 
3.1. Key-value stores 
The use of this model implies that the stored values correspond to specific keys. They follow a similar rationale 
as with maps or dictionaries where data is addressed by a unique key. The key can be synthetic or auto-generated 
while the value can be any object type, including String, JSON, BLOB etc. The key value model uses a hash table 
which is comprised of a unique key and a pointer to a particular item of data. The values are stored as uninterpreted 
byte arrays, therefore the keys are the only way to retrieve stored data. The grouping of key value pairs into 
collections is the only option to add some kind of structure to the data model. Also, key value stores supports simple 
operations, which are applied on key attributes only. Most key value stores hold the whole data in memory (in 
memory key value stores-IMKVS), which make them good candidates for caching and high throughput system 
requirements. The key value stores considered in this paper are Redis3, MemCached4, and Dynamo5.
The query operations for stored objects are associated with a key. The type of operations that are offered through 
APIs include functions like get, put and delete. These interfaces enable simple queries to be performed (as complex 
queries are not supported) rendering the query language unnecessary. For instance, Dynamo exposes two operations: 
a) get (key) which returns a list of objects and a context and b) put (key, context, object) which performs a write 
operation. 
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3.2. Column family stores 
The column family stores data model is described by Google in BigTable6 as "sparse, distributed, persistent 
multidimensional sorted map". In this map, an arbitrary number of key value pairs can be stored within rows. To 
support versioning and achieve performance, multiple versions of the values are sorted in chronological order. The 
columns can be grouped to column families to support organization and partitioning. The column family stores data 
model is more suitable for applications dealing with huge amounts of data stored on very large clusters, because the 
data model can be partitioned very efficiently. They can be visualized the same way as RDMS do, due to their table 
format. The main difference lies in their handling of null values, i.e. what constitutes the substantial difference is 
that RDBMS would store a null value in each column but column family stores only store a key value pair in a row 
only if a dataset needs it. Column family stores considered in this paper are PNUTS7 and Cassandra8. Cassandra's 
data model differs from the typical column family stores, in that it maintains one more dimension called super 
column. A super column family can be visualized as a column family within a column family2.
Column family stores support range queries and the use of regular expression on the indexed values or on the row 
keys for querying. This has an impact on the extent to which the databases are affected, i.e. operations are only 
affecting the keys that are related to the query rather –in an extreme case for the sake of the example- the entire row 
from disk. Apart from the typical accessors and mutators, the column-oriented databases frequently support 
operations like OR, IN, AND. A relevant example is the Cassandra API which provides three main operations: get 
(table, key, columnName), insert (table, key, rowMutation), delete (table, key, columnName). 
3.3. Document stores 
In Document stores the data are again a collection of key value pairs, but now they are compressed as a 
document, i.e. entities that provide some structure and encoding of the managed data. All keys in the document have 
to be unique, and every document contains a special key "ID", which is also unique within a collection of documents 
and therefore identifies a document explicitly. Document stores do not have any schema restrictions and support 
multi attribute lookups on records which may have different kinds of key value pairs. Document stores considered in 
this paper are MongoDB9 and CouchDB10.
Document stores embeds attribute metadata associated with stored content, which essentially - in contrast to key 
value stores, provides a way to query the data based on the contents. Range queries, indexing and nested document 
querying are supported. Also, allows the use of operations like OR, AND and BETWEEN and queries can be 
implemented as Map Reduce jobs. MongoDB for example supports operators like: create, insert, read, update, 
remove. It also supports manual indexing, indexing on embedded documents and index location-based data. 
3.4. Graph stores 
In graph stores a flexible graphical representation is used which is perfect to address scalability concerns. Graph 
structures are used with edges, nodes and properties which provides index-free adjacency. Nodes and edges consist 
of objects with embedded key value pairs. The range of keys and values can be defined in a schema, whereby the 
expression of more complex constraints can be described easily. Data can be easily transformed from one model to 
the other using a Graph Base NoSQL database. Graph databases are specialized on efficient management of heavily 
linked data and are optimized for highly connected data11. Use cases for graph databases are location based services, 
knowledge representation and path finding problems raised in navigation systems, recommendation systems and all 
other use cases which involve complex relationships2. Graph stores considering this paper is Neo4j11 and 
HyperGraphDB12.
Applications based on data with many relationships are more suited for graph databases, since cost intensive 
operations like recursive joins can be replaced by efficient traversals such as graph traversal and graph pattern 
matching techniques. In graph traversal, the query processing starts from one node and then the other nodes are 
traversed as per the description of the query. The graph pattern matching technique tries to locate in the original 
graph, the defined pattern which is to be searched for. For example in Neo4j each vertex and edge in the graph store 
a “mini-index” of the objects connected to it. This means that the size of the graph has no performance impact upon 
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a traversal and the cost of a local step (hop) remains the same. There is also global adjacency index but it is only 
used when trying to find the starting point of a traversal. Indexes are required in order to quickly retrieve vertices 
based on their values. They provide a starting point at which to begin a traversal.  
4.  Other Key Characteristics 
A more in-depth analysis of the existing data stores would reveal some key technical characteristics that can 
distinguish one solution from another. As such, one of the main characteristics of the NoSQL data stores is their 
ability to scale horizontally and effectively by adding more servers into the resource pool. The data placement, 
partition, replication, consistency and fault tolerance strategies used by the NoSQL data stores have significant 
impact on their scalability. In this section we describe and analyze in depth the above strategies that consists of the 
key characteristics of NoSQL data stores.  
4.1. Data Placement 
Data placement relates to the problem of optimal distribution of the data objects among the existing servers. 
According to13, data placement policies can be separated into two categories: a) geographical placement policies – 
data moved between geographically sparse data-centers and b) data partitioning policies – data moved between 
nodes.  
Below are represented the main techniques that are used in distributed databases for data placement: 
x Consistent hashing: this method uses a hash function to map an object key into a server. Servers are organized 
in a logical ring, and assigned to them a unique identifier. Then, with the use of a hash function, key values 
mapped into identifiers in the server identifier space14
x Multi-Attribute Sharding: data distribution by primary key regardless to other attributes15
x Bloom filters: these constitutes of efficient probabilistic data structures and used to check if an object is mapped 
to a given node  
x Probabilistic Associative Array: this method is a space efficient mapping data structure and can be used to store 
arbitrary associations among keys and nodes. Multiple Bloom filters are used for tracking the inserted data 
items and also Decision Tree classifiers16
x Dynamic data placement: changing the placement of some or all data items in response of workload changing  
To tackle the data placement problem for a utility function, the NoSQL systems are often leveraging on elastic 
infrastructures, thus the they add or remove VMs and storage space according to the needs. Recent literature 
examines the problem from the performance optimization perspective. To this end, the authors are considering the 
pros and cons of an adaptive cluster resizing process according to dynamic workload changes types and rates in 
three NoSQL systems (HBASE, Cassandra and Riak). For the experiments, they employed an open-source project 
called Tiramola17 which is used as elasticity-testing framework consisting of a) a Command Issuing Module which 
is responsible for adding or removing VMs; b) a Monitoring Module which collects performance metrics and 
statistics; c) a Rebalancing Module which is responsible for the rebalance operations of client requests after the 
adding or removing a virtual node; d) a Cloud management module which receives commands for cluster resizing; 
and, e) a Cluster coordinator, which is a module responsible for the remote execution of shell scripts of the 
commands like add or remove node from the NoSQL cluster. 
According to the experiments in the three NoSQL systems HBASE was the fastest and can further scale with 
node additions. Cassandra scales without transitional phase through its decentralized nature and Riak can scale and 
supports automatically rebalancing but only in low client request rates18.
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4.2. Partitioning  
In order to store and process massive datasets, a commonly employed strategy is to partition the data and store 
the partitions across different server nodes. The NoSQL systems that were examined in this work use partition 
strategies to implement highly-available and scalable solutions that can be leveraged in cloud environments.  
In the case of Redis, partitioning means that every instance will only contain a subset of keys. There are many 
ways to perform partitioning but the main ones are range and hash partitioning and consistent hashing. In range 
partitioning, ranges of objects are mapped into specific Redis instances. The other alternative is hash partitioning, 
where the scheme works with any key, without requiring the key to be in the form object_name:<id>3.
In MemCached (MC) the partitioning is performed through consistent hashing and clients select a unique server 
per key, requiring only the knowledge of the total number of servers and their IP addresses4.
In Dynamo the partition relies on consistent hashing. The output range of consistent hashing is treated as a 
“ring”. Each node is assigned a random value in the ring. Each data item identified by a key is assigned to a node by 
hashing the data item’s key to yield its position on the ring, and then walking the ring clockwise to find the first 
node with a position larger than the item’s position. Thus, each node becomes responsible for the region in the ring 
between it and its predecessor node on the ring. To avoid non-uniform data and non-heterogeneity, each node is 
mapped to multiple points in the ring rather than a single point (virtual nodes). Each virtual node seems like a single 
node in the network, but each node will be in charge of more than one virtual node. The number of virtual nodes 
corresponding to each physical node is determined based on the capacity and heterogeneity in the infrastructure5.
In Cassandra the partition of the data across the cluster is achieved through consistent hashing with the use of an 
order-preserving hash function to do so. The consistent algorithm that is used is the same as in the case of Dynamo 
without virtual nodes8.
In PNUTS the data are organized into tables of attributed records. Data tables are horizontally partitioned into 
groups of records called tablets. Tablets are scattered across many servers. Each server might have hundreds or 
thousands of tablets, but each tablet is stored on a single server within a region7.
In MongoDB the partitioning is accomplished through sharding. Two types of sharding are provided: auto and 
manual. Manual sharding is when the user can set up two MongoDB master servers and store half data on one and 
the rest of the data on the other. In auto sharding, a dedicated system component takes care of all the data splitting 
and recombination. It makes sure the data goes to the right server and that queries are run and combined in the most 
efficient manner possible9.
CouchDB partitioning is based on consistent hashing (sharding) just like MongoDB. A set of CouchDB servers is 
logically assigned to a position on a ring, and documents are stored on the server that follows their hash value on the 
ring. The topology of the ring is replicated on each server, so that Client requests can be forwarded in one message 
to the relevant server19.
Neo4j supports only cache-based partition. With this type of partition Neo4j can make direct reads to particular 
instances where the system will already have those datasets in memory. This approach is significantly beneficial 
when your total active dataset is much larger than can fit in memory in any particular instance20.
In HyperGraphDB, the partitioning is implemented at the model layer by using an agent-based, P2P framework. 
Algorithms are developed using communication protocols built using the Agent Communication Language (ACL) 
FIPA standard21. Each agent maintains a set of conversations implementing dialog workflows with a set of peers. 
All activities are asynchronous and incoming messages are dispatched by a scheduler and processed in a thread pool 
12.
4.3. Replication  
An important operation that relates to dependability on NoSQL systems is replication. Replication is the process 
by which stored the same data on multiple servers so that read and write operations can be distributed over them. 
Replication also has an important role in providing fault tolerance because data availability can withstand the failure 
of one or more servers. Furthermore, the choice of replication model is also strongly related to the consistency level 
provided by the data store.  
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Redis supports master-slave replication that allows slave Redis servers to be exact copies of master servers. A 
Redis slave sends a SYNC command and the master then, starts background saving and buffer all new commands 
received that will modify the dataset. When the background saving is complete, the master transfers the database file 
to the slave, which saves it on disk, and then loads it into memory. Subsequently, the master will send to the slave 
all buffered commands3.
Initially MemCached did not support replication. Over the years, many alternatives have been supported for 
scaling. For example, Repcached22 can be added to MC for replication. Another solution is R-Memcached19, a 
consistent cache replication scheme. Finally another solution, describes how to scale MC by storage replication, 
pools replication and region replication23.
Data replication is used for providing availability and durability in Dynamo. Each data item is replicated N-times 
where N can be configured “per-instance” of Dynamo. The node, which is in charge of the data item with key value 
k, is also responsible for storing the updated replicas in N-1 nodes. For each key k, there will be a preference list 
which contains a list of nodes where the data item with key k has to be stored5.
In Cassandra each data item is replicated at N hosts, where N is the replication factor configured “per-instance”. 
Each key k, is assigned to a coordinator node. The coordinator is in charge of the replication of the data items that 
fall within its range. In addition to locally storing each key within its range, the coordinator replicates these keys at 
the N-1 nodes in the ring8.
For replication and logging, a publish/subscribe system, the Yahoo! message broker (YMB) is used. Data updates 
are considered “committed” when they have been published to YMB. At some point after being committed, the 
update will be asynchronously propagated to different regions and applied to their replicas. YMB is used for 
replication and logging for two reasons. First, YMB takes multiple steps to ensure messages are not lost before they 
are applied to the database. YMB guarantees that published messages will be delivered to all topic subscribers even 
in the presence of single broker machine failures. It does this by logging the message to multiple disks on different 
servers. Secondly, YMB is designed for wide-area replication: YMB clusters reside in different, geographically 
separated datacenters, and messages published to one YMB cluster will be relayed to other YMB clusters for 
delivery to local subscribers. This mechanism isolates individual PNUTS clusters from dealing with update 
propagation between regions7.
MongoDB uses master-slave replication. In practice, this means that only one database is active for writing at any 
given time. By passing all writes to the first database (the master database) and to a replica (the slave database) of 
the master database, there is no worry if the master database fails because the slave database can carry on in its 
place. Of course, it is possible that some of the data written by the master database will not yet have made it to the 
slave database at the point a failure occurs. Also MongoDB supports replica pairs9.
In CouchDB, different database nodes can -by design- operate completely independent and process read and 
write requests. For example, two database nodes can replicate databases bilaterally. The replication process works 
incrementally and can detect conflicting versions in a simple manner as each update of a document causes CouchDB 
to create a new revision of the updated document and a list of outdated revision numbers is stored. Incrementally 
means that only data changed since the last replication gets transmitted to another node and that not even whole 
documents are transferred but only changed fields and attachment-blobs10.
The replication in Neo4j follows a master - slave architecture. Neo4j commits all writes from a single master 
instance. So before a write is persisted to all other instances in the cluster, the slave which received the write must 
synchronize with the master11.
Finally, HyperGraphDB24 implements a P2P framework for distributed processing for replication. It supports a 
multi-master, asynchronous replication and the communication conducted by using an agent-based P2P 
framework12.
4.4. Fault tolerance 
NoSQL database environments are no exception when it comes to hardware failures. However due to their 
distributed architecture there is no single point of failure and there is built-in redundancy of both function and data. 
If one or more database server or node goes down, the other nodes in the system are able to continue their operations 
without data loss, thereby showing true fault tolerance. In this way, NoSQL database environments are able to 
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provide continuous availability whether in single locations, across data centers and in the cloud. There are many 
methods to achieve fault tolerance such as replication, the institution of communication protocols between nodes, 
monitoring and so on. Table 2 presents a taxonomy of the NoSQL data stores in question based on the underlying 
fault tolerance mechanisms they are employing. 
  Table 2. Fault tolerance . 
NoSQL database 
systems 
Fault tolerance mechanism 
Redis ping - pong protocol: 
x All nodes continuously ping other nodes (each packet contains a gossip section) 
x A node marks another node as possibly failing when there is a timeout longer than N seconds  
MemCached Drops old data as new data come in, if memory limits are reached. Fault-tolerance is not part of the MemCached 
system. 
Dynamo Fault tolerance is achieved in Dynamo through replication. Each data is replicated at a number of hosts. Also instead 
of mapping a node to a single point, each node gets assigned to multiple points.  
Cassandra Fault tolerance is achieved in Cassandra through replication. Each data is replicated in a number of hosts. Each node
that crashes and comes back, knows the ranges that is responsible for, from the locally cached metadata (ranges of 
nodes) that exist into Zookeeper. Zookeeper is a system that uses Cassandra to elect a leader among nodes. Cassandra 
is configured such that each row is replicated across multiple data centers. 
PNUTS YMB acts as a fault tolerant publish-subscribe system by mapping tablets to its replicas 
MongoDB MongoDB uses replica pairs. In the case of two servers, these automatically decide which server is the master and 
which is the slave. If a server fails, the two servers will automatically sort out how to proceed when the failed server 
comes back online. Also in MongoDB supported automatic failover and automatic recovery. 
CouchDB Fault tolerance through replication. Database nodes can replicate databases bilaterally. The replication process works 
incrementally and can detect conflicting versions in simple manner as each update of a document causes CouchDB to 
create a new revision of the updated document and a list of outdated revision numbers is stored. Also it allows partial 
replicas.
Neo4j Neo4j HA is fault tolerant and can continue to operate from any number of machines down to a single machine. If the 
master fails a new master will be elected automatically. 
HyperGraphDB Fault tolerance in achieved through asynchronous replication through a P2P communication protocol. 
4.5. Consistency 
 Consistency is a system property that ensures that a transaction brings the database from one valid state to 
another. The main consistency models are: strong and eventual consistency. Strong or immediate consistency 
ensures that when write requests are confirmed, the same (updated) data are visible to all subsequent read requests. 
Synchronous replication on one hand ensures strong consistency, but on the other hand it introduces latency. 
Asynchronous replication, will lead to eventual consistency because there is a lag between write confirmation and 
propagation. In the eventual consistency model, changes eventually propagate through the system given sufficient 
time. Therefore, some server nodes may contain inconsistent (outdated) data for a period of time. In general, there is 
a trade-off between consistency and high availability of data in NoSQL data stores.  
Redis is not able to guarantee strong consistency because it uses asynchronous replication. If master crashes 
before send the writes from the client to its slaves, these writes will be lost forever3.
In MemCached all operations are atomic. Thus, it achieves strong consistency4.
In Dynamo consistency is facilitated by object versioning. The consistency among replicas during updates is 
maintained by a quorum-like technique and a decentralized replica synchronization protocol5.
In Cassandra cluster a read/write request for a key gets routed to any node. For writes, the system routes the 
requests to the replicas and waits for a quorum of replicas to acknowledge the completion of the writes. For reads, 
based on the consistency guarantees required by the client, the system either routes the requests to the closest replica 
or routes the requests to all replicas and waits for a quorum of responses8.
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PNUTS provides per-record timeline consistency: all replicas of a given record apply all updates to the record in 
the same order. One of the replicas is designated as the master, independently for each record, and all updates to that 
record are forwarded to the master7.
MongoDB supports immediate consistency which means that limit the application of updates to a single master 
node for a given slice of data. All the updates made in-place. This means that MongoDB can update the data 
wherever it happens to be9.
CouchDB achieves eventual consistency between multiple databases by using incremental replication. 
Incremental replication is a process where document changes are periodically copied between servers10.
Neo4j supports eventual consistency. All updates propagate from the master to other slaves eventually so a write 
from one slave may not be immediately visible on all other slaves11. Finally, HyperGraphDB supports eventual 
consistency. Each agent broadcasts interest in certain atoms. Each peer then listens to atom events from the database 
and upon addition, update or removal of an atom, it notifies interested peers by sending an inform communication 
act. Finally, to ensure consistency, local transactions are linearly ordered by a version number and logged so that 
they can eventually reach all interested peers24.
4.6. Summary  
Table 3 presents the examined NoSQL systems classified based on the criteria of partitioning, replication, fault 
tolerance mechanism and consistency. 
 Table 3. Summary of key characteristics. 
NoSQL Database 
Systems 
Data Model Partitioning Replication Consistency 
Redis Key-value store Range partitioning, hash partitioning, 
consistent hashing 
Master–slave, 
asynchronous replication 
Eventual
consistency 
MemCached Key-value store Clients’ responsibility. Consistent 
hashing prevailing 
Repcached, R-
MemCached, storage, 
pools, region replication 
Strong consistency 
(single instance) 
Dynamo Key-value store Consistent hashing but each node gets 
assigned to multiple points to the ring  
Synchronous/ 
Asynchronous 
Eventual
consistency 
Cassandra Column family 
store
Consistent hashing and range 
partitioning
Masterless, asynchronous 
replication
Configurable, based 
on quorum read and 
write requests 
PNUTS Column family 
store
Data tables are horizontally partitioned 
into groups of records called tablets. 
Tablets are scattered across many 
servers 
Asynchronous via YMB Eventual 
consistency via per-
record timeline 
consistency 
MongoDB Document store Range partitioning based on a shard key Master–slave, 
asynchronous replication 
Immediate 
consistency  
CouchDB Document store Consistent hashing Multi-master, 
asynchronous replication 
Eventual
consistency 
Neo4j Graph store Cache-based Master–slave Eventual 
consistency 
HyperGraphDB Graph store Graph parts can reside in different P2P 
nodes 
Multi-master, 
asynchronous replication 
Eventual
consistency 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper we reviewed the concepts of the relational and NoSQL databases, and the differences between them 
in aspects like schema, transaction methodology, complexity, fault tolerance, consistency and dealing with storing 
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big data. NoSQL comprise an alternative to traditional relational databases, capable of handling huge volumes of 
data leveraging on the capabilities of cloud environments. We classified the NoSQL databases into four categories 
and presented examples for each of the categories. Each of these systems and its implementation has certain key 
characteristics and we analyze in further the partitioning, replication, fault tolerance and consistency mechanisms. 
Each NoSQL database should be used in a way that it meets its claims and the overall system requirements. Also it 
is presented how the different data stores were designed to achieve high availability and scalability at the expense of 
strong consistency. There is a trade-off between consistency and high availability of data and all of the NoSQL 
databases address two of three between availability, consistency, partition tolerance (CAP theorem). The ‘one size 
fit’s it all’ notion does not work for the current application scenarios and it is a better to build systems based on the 
nature of the application and its work/data load. The different data stores use different techniques to achieve 
company or users requirements. Finally, in the future due to the fact that most applications and software tend to 
depend on web and the size of data required to be stored is continuously increasing rapidly, NoSQL databases will 
continue to dominate and be adapted to the needs. 
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